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Objectives of the CREC Saint-Cyr research

program
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� Emergence of a performance society => the Military world 
will have to anticipate the pressures from the civilian world

� Main idea: starting from the weaknesses of the soldier on 
the battlefield, see how to overcome them during a mission 



Warrior enhancement: historical 

background
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Question: how to overcome the weaknesses of the soldiers 

during conflict throughout the ages?

� Better equipment than the enemy

� Training

� Psychological action : 

� Discipline and self-control 

� Show your strength 

� Motivation

� Strengthened tenfold by religion 

or patriotism



How to enhance a soldier ?
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� The first way concerns the soldier himself: 
� His equipment

� Systems placed near to the soldier, depending on the mission and 
its constraints

� His physiological aptitudes
� Training

� Medicinal substances

� Incorporated devices or nanotechnologies in the human body 

� Body transformation

� The second way consists in enriching the environment in 
which the soldier is immerged.
� external systems at the disposal of the soldier that he is not aware 

of, but that facilitate his mission (ex: adaptative mesh networks)



Définition of an enhanced soldier
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� Proposal: an enhanced soldier uses technology 

that can:

� A) improve his cognitive abilities in order to be better 
informed about his tactical environment and help his 
decision making : informed

� B) improve his physical resistance by lightening his burden 
and by reducing his cognitive load :  lightened

� C) increase his operational capabilities through the use of 
specific equipment for his mission : equipped



A.1) Enhanced= informed
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� On the physiological capabilities of the unit : a combat 
squad leader should know:

� The fatigue level,  the attention level and the emotional 
level of his group (stress) 

� Following long period of intense activities (combat, raid) or 
observation (surveillance)
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� On his tactical environment, by:

� Extending the unit control area by using long-range cameras 
with day/night vision, thermal capabilities and light amplification 
(including geolocalization targeting)

� Detection of suspect motion through the analysis of images 
with the help of robots performing surveillance or patrolling

� Blue force tracking/ red force tracking (avoid friendly fires).

� Be aware of NCBR environment through specific sensors.

� Be constantly and automatically informed of the consumption 
of ammunitions, packs of water, etc.

Unit control Area
Extension zone using

remote sensors

A.2) Enhanced= informed



B.1) Enhanced= Lightened 
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� By weight reduction:

� Mules UGV, carrying bags, supplies and ammunition, moving at 
the pace of the military maneuver.

� Exoskeleton (warning: basic soldier acts on the battlefield)

� Muscular assistance equipment

Nexter
RB3D



B.2) Enhanced= Lightened
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� By reducing the cognitive load:

As systems are becoming more efficient and complex:

� Data displayed have to be ergonomic with a simple and 
intuitive interface.

� Control by gesture (haptic gloves) or osteophony (voice 
through bone conduction) to keep the hands of the 
infantryman free.



B.3) Enhanced = Lightened 
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� Support to the decision-making process:

� Simultaneous translation into the local/vernacular dialects
for the deployed forces on missions abroad

� Assistance in target detection and identification by using a
data-base duly endorsed, secured and stocked remotely (e.g.
tactical cloud)



C.1) Enhanced = equipped
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� Adapt the fighter’s sleeping pattern to the mission 

� Medicinal support for: 

� Easing the sleep 

� or staying awake 

Ex: naval air force pilots

Monophasic Biphasic Polyphasic



C.2) Enhanced = equipped 
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� With equipment providing an operational advantage

� Clothes that automatically regulates the body temperature

� In case of injury,  detection and automatic constriction of the 
affected human tissues and administering a sedative 

� Light and flexible bulletproof vest : Graphene

� Clothes may also be completely hydrophobic to liquids such as 
water or chemical sprays

� Small size integrated electronic components (antennae)  

� Integrated nanostructures within the military equipment 

� Energy reloading:  nanomotors,  Metal Organic Frameworks



C.3) Risks with technological equipment 
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� Dependency to the technological equipment will change 
the traditional mode of functioning and will require 
special adaptation to these new tools

� The increase will be costly and will surely be reserved for 
certain combat squads and special forces 

� All communication systems are wireless on the field: 
likelihood of waves interferences and jamming



Operational needs for military or

intervention forces 1/3
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� Encountered difficulties 

� Soldier encumbered, heavy weight

� Cold,  heat,  hunger,  sometimes on long-term periods 

� Fatigue, drowsiness 

� Stress

� Smells during searches, 

graves digging



Operational needs for military or

intervention forces 2/3
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� Usual basic needs

� Mobility / Detection / Protection

� Reactivity / Stealth

� Needs while in combat 

� Discriminate the suspects or enemies attitude

� Detection of gunshot departures

� Easy coordination for the officer in command (interconnection 
for the radio links with his units, his hierarchy, the Special 
Forces)

� During high-intensity combats, the most important for the 
warrior is the voice of his commander + his weapon.



Operational needs for military or

intervention forces 3/3
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� For units on long-term mission, the issue lies in duration 

� But « fatigue,  fear and pain are indicators for the officer in 
command » Battalion Commander J.T Rubino, Saint-Cyr 

� A soldier may face a coercive action followed by a 
peacekeeping action and by a mission in assisting the local 
population : this requires material, physical and psychological 
reversibility.

� Question:  Do we need an enhanced soldier or an enhanced 
leader? Both of them,  referring to the notion of « strategic 
caporal » concept developed by General Krulak



Towards a new technological approach 

soldier-centered
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� A better informed soldier becomes an expert in intelligence 
situation 

� New equipment to integrate within the military action (robots)

� But:  which type of information at which hierarchical level?

=> The right information given depends on the hierarchical level, the 
phase of the battle, the physiological and psychological conditions of 
the operator.

� Enhancement goes with specialization according to the mission

� Specific trainings 

� Specific equipment 

� Dedicated logistic chain 

� The warrior is not a limiting factor 

on the battlefield, but is at the heart 

of the system



Towards an enhanced soldier?...
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� Any enhancement must be voluntary, not permanent 
and without physiological consequences/effects for 
the warrior

� However, new technologies (NBIC) call into question 
those principles, as:

� Pharmacology

� Anthropotechny

� Genomics

Moreover,  this could be performed on healthy persons and 
not on invalid people => Ethical issues.

Anthropotechny : myopia



Legal development and legal acceptance of 

the enhancement
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� Legal thought might be organized by distinguishing:
� Whether or not the means used for the enhancement affect 

the integrity of the human person 

� The permanent or temporary nature of the enhancement 

� The principles of Privacy and free disposal of your own body 
versus the requirement which could be enforced to the soldier 
because of his physical or mental condition,  crisis or war 
situation, whether or not his explicit approval is needed 

� The human dignity will require legal prohibitions

Source: Julien Le Gars



Acceptability of enhancement
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� Individual acceptability/acceptance 

� The world of sport provides examples : existing substances
for blood doping/boosting 

� Could we bear intrusions in our body by the implant of 
various/different technologies? => hybrid body 

� Collective acceptance and responsibility 

� Requirements of the military mission

� => Institutional and political arbitrage

� Likeliest consensus: the repairing

� Risk of psychological harms afterwards:  post-
traumatic disorder



Recruitment policy
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� Military recruitment of already enhanced humans? Or 
having the potential to?

� Will army accept the repaired handicaps? 

� Shall we redefine the medical tests aptitude “French 
SIGYCOP”? (prosthetics, orthotics)

� Elitism:  the rule of the best (actual) => choosing the best 
potential candidate (future)?

� Increase in complaints and appeals?

� Automatic genetic testing on military staff?

Oscar Pistorius:
repaired or enhanced?



Crucial issues
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� The traditional recruitment and the question of physical 
selection criteria versus a possible increase in human 
skills

� Example:  anthropotechny

� Human Resources

� Discrimination

� Army’s policy versus pharmacological increase on 
performances

� Cohesion and collective acceptance



Proposals
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� An armed group has the level of the weakest.

� Need of a strong « esprit de corps ».

� Improvement should focus on an operational needs 

& measure its effect

� Depending on the mission, do we need an hyper-adaptable/resilient 
soldier or an hyper-adapted soldier ?

� With the emergence of a performance society, where physical and 
cognitive enhancements may become the norm, the message 
delivered by Armed Forces will serve as a reference for civil society.

� Military training must strive in exceeding rather than fixing human 
limits.

� George Lucas (US Naval academy): without undue risk of harmful medical 
side effects, and if undertaken with consent and for the benefit of the 
military action, without violating his rights to choice and privacy,  then the 
therapy is morally permissible.



Conclusions
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� Traditionally we have improved vehicles and weapon systems,
now we are able to consider the possibility of improving the
soldier himself. Without forgetting that the soldier is a human-
being and that military missions may leave physical and
psychological effects for the soldier, on both short and long
terms.

Thank you for your attention
Merci pour votre attention
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ANNEXES
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